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The only book available to cover the Tesla coil in so much    detail
The Ultimate Tesla Coil Design and Construction Guide is a one-stop    reference covering the theory, design tools, and techniques necessary    to create the Tesla coil using modern materials.This    unique resource utilizes Excel spreadsheets to perform calculations    and SPICE simulation models on the companion website to    enhance understanding of coil performance and operating    theory.    

       About the Author
   

Mitch grew up on a farm in a small town in Minnesota. A move to Colorado as a teenager found him graduating high school in 1975 and leaving for boot camp in the U.S. Marine Corps. A twenty year military career as an electronics technician and CH-46 helicopter crewchief in the U.S. Navy brought him to retirement in 1998. He graduated Summa cum Laude from Southern Illinois University in 1991. Mitch transitioned to the space industry as a Reliability Engineer and Engineering Analyst where he currently conducts worst case performance, electrical stress, and failure modes and effects analyses, reliability predictions and a host of engineering tasks which assist in spacecraft design.      
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Linear and Nonlinear Multivariable Feedback Control: A Classical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Automatic feedback control systems play crucial roles in many fields, including manufacturing industries, communications, naval and space systems. At its simplest, a control system represents a feedback loop in which the difference between the ideal (input) and actual (output) signals is used to modify the behaviour of the system. Control...
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Windows Phone 7 SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Listen up! Bestselling author Paul Thurrott whispers little know Windows Phone 7 tips, tricks, and advice...
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The Environments of the Sun and the Stars (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Based on lectures given at a CNRS summer school in France, this book covers many aspects of stellar environments (both observational and theoretical) and offers a broad overview of the field. More specifically, Part I of the book focuses on the Sun, the properties of the ejected plasma, of the solar wind and on space weather. The second part...
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Learning Anime StudioPackt Publishing, 2014

	Bring life to your imagination with the power of Anime Studio


	About This Book

	
		Draw and rig cartoon assets using a set of robust tools
	
		Breathe life into your animated productions with in-depth sets and props
	
		Learn tips and tricks to add appealing effects to your animated...
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Early Civilizations in the Americas Reference Library, Volume 1Gale, 2005
Many American history books begin with the year 1492 and the discovery of the Caribbean Islands by Spanish explorer Christopher Columbus (1451–1506). For the great civilizations of Mesoamerica and South America, though, 1492 proved to be the beginning of the end of their civilization. The products of thousands of years of history—the...
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Ullmann's Fine Chemicals, 3 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A compilation of 76 articles from the ULLMANN's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry, this three-volume handbook contains a wealth of information on the production and industrial use of more than 2,000 of the most important fine chemicals, from "Alcohols" to "Urea Derivatives".
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